These days, there are no rules for what a babymoon should look like. It can be all about spa-style
pampering or finding a pretty place to do nothing but read books. Your last vacation for two can revolve
around plopping on a beach chair or it can be full of (baby-safe) adventure. It’s your call. The most
important factor is that you and your partner set aside time to connect and, more than anything, relax
because you won’t be doing much or maybe any of that once your LO arrives.
COVID has majorly crimped mama-to-be’s babymoon style these last couple years, but fortunately, it
finally seems safer to venture out into the world once again. Still, it’s not necessary to go super far in
pursuit of prenatal bliss. Here are a slew of heavenly places you can expect to be treated like a queen—
while you’re still the one getting all the attention.

Close enough to San Francisco to do the city if you wish yet far enough away to be a quiet observer,
Sausalito is its own pocket-sized paradise that seems to come with a license to just be. Nowhere is that
vibe as strong as at Inn Above Tide, where plush rooms and suites have wooden balconies that feel
almost like being in an overwater bungalow—but on San Francisco Bay. It’s the kind of place you want to
wrap up in a cozy bathrobe, snuggle by the fireplace, and watch the weather change, savoring those last
seconds (or weeks!) of silence. Alternately, Cavallo Point, on 75,000 acres of national parkland, is the
place to hike and focus on wellness, breathwork, and meditation—not to mention opulent spa
treatments—and revel in exceptional cooking, or even try your hand in the kitchen at their cooking
school.
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